45. Connect With The Sacred Pure Gold Frequencies
Beloved Malachi, Katherine Bell, Ph.D.,D.,D.
And Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Malachi are the Gold Horse and the Golden Dolphins bringing in the New Gold
Frequencies?
“They are and they will Beautiful One. As you will recall there are these
Beautiful Frequencies that are entering the consciousness of what is called the Pearl
Children. They have been the harbingers of this Energy and they are setting it down
before you from the elements, we will call the Garden. The Garden first initiates from
Spirit that Beautiful Ultra Violet Light Rays.
“From there the Spirit ignites a Fire that will be used in the Power and the
Passion of the Divine Essence in Human form. There are Two Colors there, One is
Coral and One is the Gold. So out of the Garden of Fire comes the Golden Rays of
Light that are to Ignite the New Structures of Humanity. The New Structures of
Human Consciousness that reside more in Divine Consciousness.
“We will honor those of the Pearl Children who have been Birthing since
approximately 2009 of your years. They have been bringing the Rays forward and
calling on each of you to Feel it, to Radiate with it, so that you too may move into that
Higher, Higher, Higher Presence.”
Did the Gold Used in Egypt have the Pure Gold Frequencies that we are now
Receiving?
“They did Beautiful One and that again is what is Being Re-activated from what
was already upon the land. It was Pure Gold Frequencies that was what you call ‘put
to sleep’ by the Human Conditioning.”
Is that why the Egyptians used so much Gold in their Burial Process Because it is a
Divine Connection?
“Indeed.”
Were the pyramids built using the Sacred Power found in the Pure Gold Frequencies?

“Indeed, know that in the Vibrations of the Pure Gold Frequencies Glowing
Light that is here now there will be many New Structures of Buildings. There will be
New Structures of Governments and there are New Structures of Governing
yourselves internally.
“You will recall that in what was termed the Pure Egyptian Culture there was a
Knowledge that was quite Spiritual. Meaning Spirit mattered it was not simply
Separate. That was their awareness. As the awareness was brought to Everyone in
the culture, those who help to Build the Beautiful Pyramids were also in tuned to that
vibration. This gave them the strength to move those Beautiful, Beautiful, Beautiful
cubes. Do you understand?”
Yes.
“Well the Beautiful Pearl Children that we are Honoring are coming in with the
Golden Rays. Know they have been through many Evolutions, many Karmic
Experiences and they have moved to their Christed Consciousness. They are
Returning. All the Pearl Children carry this capability, stronger than you all have Felt it
before. They have been able to move beyond the Karmic Stream and bring in the Pure
Gold Light.
“Now we are asking each of you to take it up. Because you take it up and you
allow yourselves to Transfer the Energies of the Lead you call it moving Lead to Gold.
Know you are able to do that!”
Thank you very much Malachi!
“Indeed.”
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